IN REVIEW

**KEY CONCEPT 4.3: STATE CONSOLIDATION & IMPERIAL EXPANSION**

THIS SECTION FOCUSES ON ONE THING:

**MAINTAINING POWER**

THE PEOPLE IN CHARGE USED MANY DIFFERENT WAYS TO MAINTAIN THAT POWER:

- ARTs
- ARCHITECTURE
- COURT LITERAT.
- RELIGION
- DIVINE RIGHT (EUR)
- HUMAN SACRIFICE
- TREATMENT of SUBJECTS
- OTTOMAN DHIMMI
- MANCHUS in CHINA
- BUREAUCRACY
- OTTOM. DEVSHIRME
- CHI. CIV. SER. EXAM

**WHO HAS THE POWER**

**COMPETING FOR POWER**

FOR TRADE ROUTES

- OTTOMAN v. EURO
- PIRACY (Carib)

STATE-RIVALRIES

- 30 YEARS WAR (EUROPE)
- OTTOM vs. SAFAV. (MIDDLE EAST)

LOCAL RESISTANCE

- PEASANT UPRISINGS (EUROPE)
- SAMURAI REVOLTS (JAPAN)